

“Shields!”

The wave of torpedoes arced out from the three Klingon warships as the haze of the temporal disturbance lifted, Surprisingly they slid by, Lt.Com. Fel’lania looked at her helmsmen and navigator, They stared back, both shrugged and resumed there piloting of the huge vessel. Tactical spoke up first;
“There’s a Federation ship behind us, ma’am. Hold on the computer is realigning the IFF and image banks.”  Lt. Bysail looked up a rather shocked expression on his face. 
“Speak your mind Lieutenant,” Fel’lania arched her eyebrow in customary Vulcan fashion.
“Ma’am, you’re…not going to believe this, I have trouble believing it myself.” Bysail began, however Sylix broke in before he could finish.
“The computer banks show inconsistencies in the data and historical data gathered Captain, it reports that that this encounter was the final stand of Kirk and the Enterprise and that there loss led to the downfall of the Federation.”
Fel’lania took this information with the analytical skills common to Vulcan’s and turned in her chair,
“Helm point us at the nearest target, Lt. Bysail ready full complement of torpedoes. Standby phasers.”
The crew moved into action, the deck lights dimmed briefly as the red alert kalaxon begin to blare, Sylix looked up from his station;
“Enterprise is hailing, according to Starfleet temporal directives, we cannot divulge ourselves or risk altering the timeline further, shall I respond to the inquiry in text?”
Fel’lania looked over her shoulder at Sylix;
“Proceed.”

The decks of the Valhalla roared with unleashed fury as the cruiser orientated itself and shot towards the nearest Klingon vessel, Bysail counted out the kilometers till they were within range and everyone on the bridge felt the tension mounting, if they didn’t save the Enterprise there’d be no home to return to if they could. The D-7 battlecruiser was slightly larger then a Raptor, but smaller then Kor’Vah class, and bulkier then a retrofitted K’Tinga class which would be the future of the D-7 if the timeline played out as it should. The Valhalla reached minimum distance and Bysail hit the firing command for the phaser array and launched a spread of torpedoes of his own. The D-7’s peeled off turning there starboard and port shields respectively to the brunt as the torpedoes impacted , the cruiser behind them was a Kor’Vah style vessel and obviously the ship they needed to stop to counteract the timeline disturbances, 

Lt.Com. Fel’lania leaned forward in her seat, her fingers steepled in concentration as she watched the battle unfolding before her, Sylix broke her concentration when his console beeped for attention; 
“The Enterprise is responding, it is Ambassador I mean Commander Spock, Shall I play the audio Captain?”
Fel’lania looked at Sylix briefly before nodding, “I haven’t heard the voice of Spock in many years, I don’t think it would damage the timeline to hear the voice of our most revered elder would it Sylix?”

“Indeed, it would not violate the Temporal Prime Directives.”
“Play it then, pipe it though the ship if you would please, Sylix”
“As you wish,” Sylix hit the appropriate buttons on his console and the soft crackling of a badly damaged communications array took backdrop to the strong tenor voice of a young youthful Spock,

“This is Commander Spock of the U.S.S. Enterprise, we are grateful for any and all assistance in this matter.”

“You heard Commander Spock, lets turn the tide against the Klingons.” Fel’lania pushed a stray red lock back into place and returned her attention to the screen as the Valhalla feinted left and fired on the right cruiser as it tried to angle in for an attack its forward disruptor cannon’s firing with ferocity.

The Valhalla shook with deep throated groans as the inertial dampeners struggled to keep the crew inside from becoming jellied paste on the bulkheads, Prayg let out a yelp of pained surprise as if the disruptor bolts were doing damage to him personally, the Ferengi had followed soon after Lt. Nog was commended for his brilliant work on the Federation Starship Defiant and the Dominion War. He had chosen engineering like Nog and learned all he could from the best teachers including hours in the Holo-deck with the illustrious tutorials of Montgomery Scott somehow some of the humans mannerism’s had apparently worked there way into Prayg’s consciousness for every bit of damage the Valhalla took he took it personally.
Prayg worked his console, he went over the data being fed by the newest recruit Patricia who had shown remarkably to be bright enough for Prayg’s taste. He grumbled Ferengi curses which, if literally translated to the bridge would often be traditional cursing of poor financing with the loss of capital and other worldly possessions. Working his console furiously he relayed orders to his crew below in the engineering.
Sylix studied the telemetry of the weapons fire against the shields and all the damage, as he worked his console trying to find the correct frequencies of all three ships to jam.

Fel’lania allowed the crew to do there jobs, much like a commanding officer should with minimal input and no second guessing unless she had something to offer that differed from the text-pads and holo-instructing and lectures. Bysail loaded the forward tubes and unloaded them as they flew over the top of the Moq’vor the cruiser that started this mess, in space distances didn’t have a lot of meaning to ships in combat, however, the closeness of the Valhalla to the Moq’vor could be described as mere meters apart enough for anyone looking out the windows of either vessel to see the intricate detail of the hull plating and the Federation blue and white emblem versus the Klingon blood red emblem. Sylix gripped the console as did helm and navigation and Fel’lania her seat as the ships shields attempted to repel each other due to the differential in frequencies.
The ships parted but not before the Moq’vor took a few blasts from the rear disruptor array the crew had installed earlier from salvage they acquired from previous missions.
Fel’lania studied the tactics on her chair’s arm screen and relayed her thoughts to Bysail and Sylix as the Valhalla turned into a swooping dive arc to put them underneath a D-7 which would cross over them in a few seconds as it tried to focus all its fury on the Enterprise.
“We need to draw there fire to us, we hold a slight advantage of newer shielding and hull plating then the Enterprise, it would behoove us to take the brunt of there attack, Captain.” Sylix reminded Fel’lania from his station as the phasers roared with deadly energy into the underside of the D-7 as there paths crossed. 
“Monitor the Enterprise, if they are in immediate danger extend our shields around them and keep us nearby until they can reestablish there own shields, otherwise we can only do what we can.”
Sylix nodded with mute approval, ever since he joined her from the U.S.S. Freeman as replacement crew that the U.S.S. Alexandria lost to the Borg Vega colony attack he had been subtly testing her IDIC principalities, not telling her the council had sent him specifically to her to keep tabs on her while she served in an ever increasing volatile situation with the Federation and Klingon at war. The Vulcan principals of peace were being severely tested as the war went on, but they did understand that the needs of the many always outweighed the needs of the few, and they would serve as they could in many capacities but he did not relish being with Fel’lania as she proved to be a decidedly stubborn buttress against the tide of war often getting herself and her crew into impossible odds, which she so far proved to be able to extract from with minimal harm. 

The Valhalla took the D-7’s return volley and a nearby console exploded jarring Sylix from his contemplations of his commanding officer, the fire suppression in the ship’s system activated quelling the flames and the safety systems rerouted power away from it, 
“Shields down twelve percent, right shield is weakening,  Captain.” 
“Reroute power, realign the shield grid and retune the harmonics,” she ordered with calm Vulcan repose. 
“Acknowledged, rerouting.” Sylix worked the console expertly. 
“The Enterprise shields cannot withstand another barrage, Captain, if they go down, she won’t be able to stave off all three.”
“Attack pattern Delta 4, execute,” Fel’lania commanded.
“Aye, Delta 4.” Bysail responded in time with the Helms response since an attack pattern required concentrated effort on both stations part, the Valhalla spun in a high looping arc and turned upside down relative to the nearest Klingon which happened to be the Moq’vor the phasers lashed out and in the next instance the hull rolled over and presented the torpedo tubes to the target. Bysail fired at near point blank the torpedoes detonated and the Moq’vor lurched to starboard and visibly shuddered, a few holes appeared in the plating before emergency forcefields popped on to prevent precious air and moisture from escaping. 
“The Moq’vor has lost starboard and rear shields, hull is down to eighty-nine percent and falling.” Sylix studied the data carefully.
“Attack pattern Foxtrot one.” Fel’lania leaned back into her chair and contemplated the deadly dance once more as the ship dove under the D-7 raking it with its forward phasers and firing with the Disruptor beam array and leaving a torpedo in its wake to smash against the hull like a giant’s angry fist.

The Enterprise moved in from the side and peppered the D-7 with a phalanx of torpedoes from there own stores, the D-7 lurched on its axis and plasma began to vent. The Enterprise and Valhalla fired simultaneously and the D-7 exploded atomizing itself as its warp core lost containment and anti-matter and matter collided in spectacular destruction.
Bysail and the Helm officer congratulated each other briefly and even Sylix had to admit that the timing of the Enterprise’s own attack was almost supernatural in its timing. That left two, the odds were much more favorable now, the Valhalla swung tight on its axis and laid into the Moq’vor which was still reeling from the vicious attack. Sylix saw the power spike right before the volley of torpedoes Bysail fired, he had little time to warn them;
“The Moq’vor has warped away Captain.” 
The torpedoes flew another three kilometers and detonated against an asteroid harmlessly as the Moq’vor disappeared in a stretching dilation effect that was common with warp powered ships. 
Fel’lania nodded, she looked to Bysail, “The odds are now in our favor, do not hold back, the Enterprise must be protected.”
Bysail nodded mutely in agreement and he bent over his console with grim determination. Sylix, studied the data coming in from the remaining ship,;
“Captain, I notice a subtle variance in the starboard nacelle of th D-7, if we could draw them away from the Enterprise enough that they could train there phaser banks on that spot I believe we could disable there entire power grid.”
Fel’lania processed the information with thoughtful consideration, “Inform the Enterprise of our maneuver. Bysail paint the target as we pass, so the Enterprise knows exactly where to strike.”
“On it Captain,” the Bajoran plotted the firing pattern expertly.

With the grace of Denebian slime devil the D-7 ponderously turned to face the Valhalla as the ship rose up and over its bow, its desire to inflict harm on the strange vessel overrode its primary mission to destroy the loathed vessel of Kirk and as Sylix predicted it offered the target nacelle to the phaser banks of the Enterprise which had feigned briefly a loss of attitude control. The phaser blast struck home and the D-7 shuddered and fell off its trajectory as the Valhalla gracefully spun in a tight arcing dive and opened fire on the same spot. Plasma flared from it and the D-7 shuddered with micro explosions as the plasma manifolds began to fail. The Enterprise and Valhalla fired again and the ship’s command deck and engineering section dissolved under the combined attack and the ship exploded as it fell away from the battered and scorched hull of the Enterprise and the smudged but still mostly intact hull of the Valhalla.

“I’ve located the warp trail of the Moq’vor, she’s in a nearby system Captain.” Sylix read from his console data screen
“Lay in a pursuit course, execute maximum warp.”
“Course laid in,” the helm responded crisply as the navigator plugged in the course.
“Captain, before we depart, the Enterprise is hailing us again, audio only.”
“Proceed,” Fel’lania leaned back in her seat.

“This is Commander Spock, thank you for your much needed assistance, Peace and Long life.”

Fel’lania and Sylix both automatically raised there right hands, “Live long and Prosper.”

There response was mostly for themselves, as Sylix could not transmit the response that was ingrained through there training.

“Execute pursuit course, helm.”
“Executing course,” the engines thrummed to life and the Valhalla leapt away after the Moq’vor. 

